The clinical characteristics of patients with an isolate epiglottic collapse.
We analyzed the clinical characteristics of patients with isolated epiglottic collapse (IEC) who had an epiglottic anteroposterior (AP) collapse as the only cause of snoring during drug-induced sleep endoscopy (DISE). A retrospective analysis of 334 consecutive DISE examinations was performed. Patients who had only epiglottic AP collapse were designated as the IEC group. There were four age- and sex-matched controls for each case, and these patients were designated as the control group. Demographic factors, polysomnography findings, cephalometry, and awake nasopharyngoscopic findings were analyzed. A total of 11 IEC cases and 44 controls were included. The IEC group had a significantly lower apnea-hypopnea index, higher minimum oxygen saturation level, lower body mass index, and shorter mandible plane to hyoid distance than the controls. However, there were no differences in epiglottic shape or curvature between the two groups. In addition, no IEC was noted during awake endoscopy. Nine (81.8%) epiglottic collapses were resolved with the mouth open and jaw thrust maneuver, which simulated the use of an oral appliance. Six (54.4%) were resolved with head turning, mimicking the lateral sleep position. The clinical characteristics of IEC patients differed from the control group, and IEC could not be identified during awake endoscopy. Therefore, patients with severe snoring but AHI < 5 or mild sleep apnea on polysomnographic findings and DISE, should be considered likely to have IEC. In addition, use of an oral appliance is recommended as an effective treatment for IEC.